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Crater collapse and acoustic fluidization: Impact
craters on Earth larger than ∼3-6 km experience floor fail-
ure and wholesale gravitational collapse resulting in com-
plex craters with flat floors, terraced rims, and central
peaks [e.g., 1]. On the Moon, these craters occur at sizes
larger than ∼15-20 km [2]. Theoretical studies showed
that the strength of the rock needs to be 2-3 MPa, and with
little or no friction, [e.g., 3, 4] to behave in the described
way. This rheology departs significantly from measured
rock strength, suggesting that some mechanism temporar-
ily reduces strength during crater formation. Here, we use
the Melosh model of acoustic fluidization [5] to explore
target weakening during crater formation on Earth and the
Moon.

The acoustic fluidization model was first proposed in
1979 by Melosh [5], and this description was successfully
implemented into the iSALE-2D shock physics code by
[6]. This model describes acoustic energy variation over
time and space as a partial differential equation:
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where ξ is the scattering diffusivity, e is the regenera-
tion parameter, Q is the dissipation quality factor, and λ is
the wavelength of acoustic vibrations [7, 8]. This model
accounts for the scattering/diffusion of the acoustic en-
ergy (the first term of the equation) and the conversion
of acoustic energy into heat per unit of time (the second
term). Finally, it includes the regeneration of acoustic en-
ergy via conversion of distortional energy per unit time
(τij ϵ̇ij).

An alternative version of the acoustic fluidization
model, called the block model, is more often used in im-
pact simulations owing to its slightly simpler implemen-
tation. The block model can successfully reproduce im-
pact crater morphology on terrestrial [9] and icy bodies
[10]. However, the block model does not account for the
scattering and the regeneration of acoustic energy from
equation 1 (i.e., ξ=0,e=0). Lack of acoustic energy re-
generation might be why the block model fails to produce
terraced rims [6, 11].

Here, we build on the efforts of [6] and conduct a de-
tailed parameter investigation for the Melosh model of
acoustic fluidization. We found a set of parameters (λ,

Q, e) that successfully reproduce crater depth-to-diameter
trends and crater morphology.

Numerical impact modelling: We simulate crater for-
mation using iSALE-2D (https://isale-code.github.io/), a
finite-difference shock physics code based on the SALE
hydrocode [12]. Simulations are made assuming Earth’s
gravity field (9.81 m s−2) and the Moon’s gravity field
(1.63 m s−2). For impacts on Earth, impact velocity
was 12 km s−1, and impactor radii are varied between
0.036 km, and 7.2 km, to produce the full range of crater
morphology (simple to peak ring craters). We use a
strength model [13] and an ANEOS equation of state [14]
for granite to represent the impactor and target material.
On the Moon, we model target and impactor as in previ-
ous works [e.g., 15] using 15 km s−1 impactor speed and
impactor radii between 0.25 km, and 25 km.

Previous work [1] showed that for the block model to
produce the correct crater size, the dissipation quality fac-
tor needs to be between 10 and 100. Here, we vary Q
between 10 and 400. The regeneration parameter (e) gov-
erns the conversion of shock energy to acoustic energy
and energy regeneration. We test the regeneration factor
between 0.025 and 0.1. In the block model [9], the block
size is considered proportional to the impactor size. In
the Melosh model, we adopt this assumption for acoustic
vibration wavelength and vary λ between 0.01a to 0.5a.

Results and Discussion: The Melosh model param-
eters (λ, Q, e) affect the duration and strength of the
acoustic vibrations that control the reduction of target vis-
cosity. We estimate the effective viscosity of fully flu-
idized material using the equation [7, 16]: η = Cbhρ,
where Cb=5500 m s−1 (speed of sound in target); ρ=2630
kg m−3 (density of the target), and h=λ (block size in
the block model, or wavelength of the vibrations in the
Melosh model). We found that λ=0.2a gives the best
agreement with the block model results.

We compare the effects of acoustic fluidization param-
eters on crater diameter (D) and depth-to-diameter ra-
tios (d/D) (Fig. 1). Our smallest impactor produces a
crater of D∼2.4 km and d/D∼0.25, and a simple, bowl-
shaped morphology. Our mid-size impactor creates a cen-
tral peak crater. This crater is ∼20 km in diameter and
has d/D∼0.04. The largest impactor makes a crater with
an evident peak ring morphology with even lower d/D
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(D∼140 km, d/D∼0.025). For impact conditions shown
in Fig. 1 the block model of acoustic fluidization produces
d/D∼0.24, 0.047, and 0.029, respectively (shown in blue).
These predictions generally agree with our best-fit model
(shown in red).

Crater morphology varies dramatically with the param-
eters used in the Melosh model. The product λQ con-
trols the longevity of acoustic vibrations in the target. The
degree of collapse is a trade-off between the longevity
of acoustic vibrations and the effective viscosity of the
acoustically fluidized rock. Fig. 1 shows the effect the dis-
sipation factor (Q) has on the depth-to-diameter ratio for
a fixed λ/a. All craters expressed complex crater mor-
phology when Q >20. However, reducing the regener-
ation parameter allows for a higher Q to be applied and
achieve the desired depth-to-diameter ratio of terrestrial
craters (red).

Figure 1: Depth-to-diameter ratio versus crater diame-
ter measured in simulations with different quality factors.
Simulations had constant λ=0.2a (a=0.072, 0.72, 7.2 km).
Our results indicate that above Q=20, all craters express
complex morphology (blue box).

Furthermore, we apply our best-fit Melosh model pa-
rameters (red, Fig 1) to various impact conditions on Earth
and the Moon to observe the transition in crater morphol-
ogy. Preliminary measurements (Fig. 2) of the final lunar
crater depth and diameter (red squares) show agreement
with the scaling trends [2] and measurements from previ-
ous works ([17] – red triangles). Final craters measured in
simulations with Earth-like gravity (black squares) are in
agreement with previous models [9] and show a transition
from simple crater morphology at ∼ 3.2 km.

Conclusion: For the right set of parameters, the
Melosh model of acoustic fluidization reproduces simi-
lar d/D trends and crater morphologies as the block model
on Earth and the Moon. The main parameters that con-
trol the longevity of acoustic vibrations and the viscosity

Figure 2: Preliminary measurements of the final crater
depth and diameter on the Moon (red) and Earth (black).
Our measurements show agreement with previous works.

of the target are the dissipation factor (Q) and the wave-
length of the acoustic vibrations (λ). The target behaves
too fluidly when the dissipation factor is Q >20. How-
ever, lower values of the regeneration factor (e=0.025)
made it possible to increase the dissipation factor (Q=50).
For our best-fit Melosh model parameters, crater sizes in
simulations made in Earth-like conditions show simple-
to-complex transition at ∼3.2 km. On the Moon, our ini-
tial results are comparable with previous works that used
the block model.
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